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CONVOLUTION OF THREE FUNCTIONS BY MEANS OF
BILINEAR MAPS AND APPLICATIONS

Josl LUIS ARREGUI AND OSCAR BLASCO

ABSTRACT. Let X, Y and E be complex Banach spaces, and let u: X Y E be a bounded bilinear
map. If f, g are analytic functions in the unit disc taking values in X and Y with Taylor coefficients x,1 and
y,1 respectively, we define the E-valued function f *u g whose Taylor coefficients are given by u(x,1, y,).
Given two bounded bilinear maps, u: X Y E and o: Z x E F, in our main theorem we prove
that Young’s Theorem can be improved by showing that the function f ., (g *u h) is in the Hardy space
HP (F) provided that f, g and h are in the vector valued Besov spaces corresponding to those that appear
in some classical inequalities by Hardy-Littlewood and Littlewood-Paley.

We also investigate the class of Banach spaces for which these inequalities hold in the vector setting,
and we give a number of applications of our theorem for these spaces and for certain bilinear maps (such
as convolution, tensor products ), obtaining results both in the scalar and the vector valued cases.

Introduction

When dealing with spaces of vector-valued analytic functions there is a natural
way to understand multipliers between them. If X and Y are Banach spaces and
L(X, Y) stands for the space of linear and continuous operators we may consider the
convolution of L(X, Y)-valued analytic functions, say F(z) ’.n=oTnzn andX-
valued polynomials, say f(z) tn znY’,,=0 x,, to get the Y-valued function F f(z)

Tn (xn)zn. The second author considered such a definition and studied multipliers
between H(X) and BMOA(Y) in [5].

When the functions take values in a Banach algebra A then the natural extension
of multiplier is simply that if f (z) , anzn and g(z) _, bnzn, then f g(z)

an.b,,z" where a.b stands for the product in the algebra A. Of course, similarly
one can consider an LP(), bn Lq() and the convolution an * bn Lr()
(where p, q, r satisfy the condition in Young’s theorem). The reader is referred to
[3] for results along these lines.

In this paper we shall consider a much more general notion of convolutions coming
from general bilinear maps and that will extend the previous examples.

Assume X, Y, Z are Banach spaces and let u: X x Y -- Z be a bounded bilinear
map. Given a X-valued polynomial f(z) Y’;,m=OxnZn and given a Y-valued poly-

knomial g(z) --n=O Ynzn we define the u-convolution of f and g as the polynomial
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CONVOLUTION BY MEANS OF BILINEAR MAPS 265

given by

f , e,z
min{m.k}

u (x,,, y,,)zn

This will make sense also for general vector valued analytic functions and we shall
study this convolution for functions in certain vector valued Besov spaces.

Throughout the paper we denote by 79(X) and (X) the set of polynomials and
holomorphic functions from the unit disc D into a Banach space X respectively.

rt eiAs usual, we write Mr,(f, r) ( f_ IIf(r )llt’dt)’, and Ht’(X) stands for the
Hardy space of X-valued functions, understood as the subspace of LP (ql’, X) of those
functions f with f(n) 0 for n < 0, or in other words the closure of polynomials
under the norm given by suP0<r<l Mp(f, r). For < p, q < o, we shall be also
dealing with the spaces Ap.q(X) given by those functions in (X) such that

1(I r)q-I M(f’, r)dr < o,

with the obvious modification for the case q cx (see Section 1).
These spaces were considered first (in the scalar valued case) by Hardy-Littlewood

and Flett (see [12], [9]). The main reason for their consideration comes from the
following two results:

Let 2 < p < cxz. It was shown by Littlewood and Paley (see 14]) that there exists
a constant C > 0 such that

(f0’ (1 r)p-I M(f’, r)dr < CIIfllp. (0.1)

Now let < p < 2. It was shown by Hardy and Littlewood (see 12]) that there
exists a constant C > 0 such that

(f0 jet,(1 r)M( r)dr <_ CIIfllp (0.2)

In other words, Hp C Ap.2 for < p < 2, and Hp C Ai,. p for 2 < p < .
We shall see that some results, known for Hardy spaces, actually hold in the setting

of Ap.q-spaces. The aim of this paper is to give an improvement of a Young’s type
theorem for convolution of three functions in the setting of vector valued analytic
functions and in a very wide sense of convolution which allows to recover several
known results and produces a lot of applications. Our main result is as follows"
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Let < p, P2, P3 _< oo such that + E + > 2 and < q, q2, q3 < oo such

that q, + 1Let u" X x ]) and o: Z E -+ F be bounded bilinear maps where X, Y,
Z, E, F are complex Banaeh spaces.

+/-= +If < p < o is such that , pS + 2, then there exists a constant
C > 0 such that

][n=0 V(Zn, U(Xn, yn))Zn C u o f lip, .q, g IIp2.q2 h IIp3,q3

N Nfor any f(z) _,n=oXnZn P(X), g(z) n=oynzn 79(Y) and n(z)
N Zn=0 z. p(z).
The paper is divided into six sections. In Section we introduce the convolution,

the spaces and the property (H)p corresponding to the vector-valued formulation of
(0. l) and (0.2). We present some elementary examples and geometric properties of
spaces having property (H)p. In the second section we prove the main theorem and
give the corresponding corollary for vector-valued Hardy spaces. Section 3 is devoted
to some applications to the scalar valued case. Section 4 deals with the bilinear map
between Lp (n)-spaces given by convolution u(f, g) f g. In Section 5 we give
some properties on the Taylor coefficients of functions in Hardy spaces with values
in spaces with (H)v property. In Section 6 we take u" X x Y XY and achieve
certain results for projective tensor products. Finally, we get new results on the space
of multipliers between vector valued Hardy spaces in Section 7.

1. Preliminaries

Definition 1.1. Let u: X x Y Z be a bounded bilinear map. Let f 7-((X)
and g 7-((Y) given by f(z) c . -n=O YnZ.)-’n=0 xz and g(z) We define the
u-convolution of f an g as the function in H(Z) given by

f *u g(z) E u(xn, yn)zn.
n--0

LEMMA 1.1. Let f . 79(X) and g P(Y). Then

f_ (rei-t)), (reit))dt;f *u g(r2ei)
r
u(f g

f(reitO_t)u( g’(reit))dt[S(f *u g)l’(r2ei)
rr

(1.2)
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where Sf (z) zf (z);

[S2(f ,, g)]"(r2ei) u((Sf)’(rei-’)

+ f(rei(-t), (Sg)’(reit))dt, (1.3)

where S f(z) z:f (z).

Proof. (1.1) follows from the orthonormality of the system ei’.
(1.2) follows from the fact that

[S(f ,, g)l’(z) u(x,, (n + l)y,)z f ,, (Sg)’(z).

(1.3) follows by writing

[S2(f *u g)l"(z) u((n + l)x., (n + l)yn)z + u(xn, (n + l)yn)z
n=0 n=0

[(sf)’ + fl.,, (sg)’(z)..

Definition 1.2. Let p < . A complex Banach space X is said to have
propeay (H)p, to be denoted X (H)p, if there exists a constant C > 0 such that

(1’ (1 r)maxl2’p]-I Max{2’P}(f’, r)dr CIIfllp (1.4)

for any polynomial f P(X).

Remark I. 1. The propeay (H) was already defined and studied in [5], denoted
there by (HL).

Definition 1.3. Let p and q < . We shall denote by Ap,q(X)
the space of functions f (X) such that

(l-r)Mp(f’,r)Lq( dr )
and set Ilfllp,o II/(0)11 + (f (1 r)q-I M(f’, r)dr).

Accordingly, we shall denote by Ap,(X) the space of Nnctions f e (X) such
that

Mp(f’, r) 0
r

and set Ilfllp, lf(0)ll + suP0<<(l r)Mp(f’, r).
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Remark 1.2.
o}.

A.(X) Bloch(X) {if 7-((X): supzi)(I -Izt)lf’(z)l <

Let us point out some elementary embeddings"

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let < p, q < o and let X be a complex Banach space.

(i) HP(X) C Ap.(X).
(ii) Ai,.q(X C AI,.(X).
(iii) lfX (H)p then HP(X) C Ae.q(X)forq > max{p, 2}.

Proof. (i) This follows from the estimate

Mp(f’, r2) < C
Mp(f, r)
I-r

(ii) Since Mp(f, r) is increasing, we have

f .f’
q
Mtq,(.f, r)(I r)q <__ (I S)q M,( s)ds,

what actually gives that if .f Ap,q(X) then Mp(.f’, r) o( rc-;-r )"
dr(iii) This follows from (i) and the inclusion L(-fr f3 Lmaxlp’;} a-_r _C Lq (TL--r)"

Y,=0x,,z in Ap.q(X).Let us now compute the norm of f(z) z’

PROPOSITION 1.2.
where x,,

_
X. Then

and

Let < p < cx, < q < o and let .f (z) ,,=0 x,,z2’’.

II.fllp. sup IIx,,ll, (1.5)

Ilfllp.q IIx,, q

n=0

(1.6)

Proof.

and

Note that

r2"-2"llx,,I < M(f’,r)

M(f’, r) <_ Z 2"llx"llr2"-I
n--O

(I.7)

(1.8)
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To get (1.5) assume first that sup.r Ilx. 1; then, from (1.8), we have

C
Mp(f’, r) < M(f’, r) < E 2"r2"-I <

n--0

On the other hand, if p(f, r) < then (taking r 2-") (1.7) gives

(1- 2-")2"-2"11x.II _< C2",

what shows that supneN IIx. C.
To get (1.6) first use (1.7) to obtain

]lXnll q 5 C 2nq(l r)q-lr2"-I)qdr IlXn+lllq
n=O \d I-2-"

(1’< C (1 r)q-I M,(f’, r)dr CIIfllp,q.

To see the other inequality, consider the operator given by

T({x.}) (1 r) f! (rei’).

Note that (1.5) gives, for any < p < cxa, the boundedness of T as an operator from
e(X) into L( dr

{-TETS-r’ LP(q’ X)) (where, as usual, Lp(d---Tr_r, Y) stands for the space
drof Y-valued functions on (0, that are p-integrable with respect to the measure Tz-7-r )"

It follows from (1.8) that it is also bounded from e (X) into L dr
(-(-L-r LP 7, X

Now use interpolation (see [4]) to get that

T" lq(X)-+ Lq ( dr
Lp )(1 ri’ (qF, X)

is bounded as well. I-1

Recall that for 2 < q < oo, a Banach space is said to have cotype q (see [17]) if
there exists a constant C > 0 such that, for any finite family {x. }n>_0 in X,

IIx. II q < C XnZ
2"

Also recall that Kahane’s inequalites can be stated as

2" 2"

n >_O n >_.O

for any 0 < p <
Using this and Proposition 1.2 we get the following corollary.
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COROLLARY 1.1. Let q max{ p, 2}. IfX (H)p then X has cotype q.

Let us give the Lq-spaces satisfying the property (H)p.

PROPOSITION 1.3. Let H be a complex Hilbert space. Then H (H)2.

Proof. Let f(z) -,oXnZ" 7-[(H). From Plancherel’s we get

( f0’Ilfll2 Ilxoll 2 + ,(1 -r)M(f’,r)dr El

PROPOSITION 1.4. Let (f2, E, IX) be a or-finite measure space.

(i) If p >_ 2 and p’ <_ q <_ p then Lq (Ix) (H)p.
(ii) If <_ p <_ 2 and p <_ q <_ 2 then Lq(Ix) (H)p.

Proof. Observe that the (H)p property can be stated in terms of the boundedness
of the operator T: HP(X) - LmaxlE’pl(id--_r LP(, X)) given by

T(f)(r, t) (1 r)f’(reit).

Note first that

T: H2 (L2 (IX)) --> L2(’I"-r’dr L2 (,][,, L2(IX)))
is bounded by Proposition 1.3. Both results then follow by interpolation (see [7]).

,)-, 0 0To see (i), choose 0 2 and s 0( 7 so that and + 7,
which gives

P P q

[H2 (L2(Ix)), BMOA (L (Ix))]o Hp Lq (Ix))
and

In order to interpolate, just note that BMOA(X) C BIoch(X) for any X, so

is bounded for any value _< s _< oc>.
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and

I-0 .To see (ii), let 0 be such that - and s such that -7- -I- Then

[H (L (/z)), H2 (L2(/z)))]o Hp (Lq (l.t))

[L2( dr L’(T L’(#))) L2( dr L2(T, L2(/z)))]-r’ -r’ o

-’L2( dr_r, LP (T’ Lq(12)))
It follows from our assumptions that _< s _< 2; then L (#) 6 (H) (see [5]), and by
interpolation we get Lq (l.t) (H)p. [-I

2. The theorem and its proof

Let us start off with the following formulation of the convolution.

LEMMA 2.1. Let f 79(X) and g a_. 79(Y). Then

f ,, g(z) u(f(O), g(0))

3fo’f + (1 s3)2ze-itu(f’(zse-it), (S2g)"(s2eit)dtds.

Proof. Let us use the fact that

(1 S3)2S3n-lds
3(n + 2)(n + l)n

and write, if f (z) _.,,_oX,,Z" and g(z) ,,_o Y,, z",

(l S3)2S3n-I (n --t- 2)(n + l)nu(x., y,,)z"ds,f *, g(z) u(xo, Yo) +

where the last sum equals

(1 S3)2zu(nzn-Isn-lxn, (n + 2)(n + l)s2"y,)ds
2

fo’ f_ (1 s3)2ze-it u

4--" (1 s3)2ze-itu(f’(zse-it), (S2g)"(s2eit)dtds. rq
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+ > 2andl <THEOREM 2. I. Let < P I, P2, P3 be such that + p-S p
q I, q2, q3 be such that + + 2.. Tale p such that I_ I_!. + + 2.

Let X, Y, Z, E, F be complex anach spaces and let u:, PX x and v: Z x
E -- F be bounded bilinear maps.

Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that

IIh * (f *, g)llp

for any f 79(X), g 79(Y)and h 79(Z).

Proqf. For .fl e 79(X), f2 6 79(Y) and f3 6 79(Z), let

A(f, f2, f3) Sf3 *o (f| *u f2).

Applying (1.1) twice for r we get

f_f _A(fl, f2, f3 eiO 1 rtrt 1 r
ei(-t)v(f3(eit-t))’" u(fl(ei(t-t’))’ "f2(eit’)))dttdt’

and by Young’s theorem we have

A (.f,, .f2, .f3)ll , < u v f, p, fz IIp f3

Observe now that if we write .fr(Z) .f(rz), then for .f, g and h Lemma 2.1 and
(1.3) give

h ,o (f *u g)(rei) v(zo, u(xo, Yo))
3r fo-+- -- (I --s3)2A((Sf);, (Sg);, h’r)(et)ds

3r fo"k- -- (1 s3)2A(f (Sg) h’ )(ei)dsr,

Therefore, using the vector-valued Minkowsky’s inequality, we get

IIf *o (g *u h)llp < IIv(zo, u(xo, Yo))IIF

/ llulllloll (1 s3)2Mp,((Sf)’,s)Mm((Sg)’,s)Mp.(h’,s)ds

/ llulllloll (1 -s3)2Mp,(f,s)Mpz((Sg)’,s)Mp3(h’,s)ds.

Let us bound each of them separately.
On the one hand,

Ilv(zo, u(xo, yo))llF < Ilullllvllllxollxllyollrllzollz

_< Ilull Ilvll Ilfllp,.q, Ilgllpz.q2 Ilhllp.,.q.,.
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On the other hand, using the fact that s3 _< 3 S) for 0 < s < and splitting
(1 s)2 (1 s)’- (1 s)- (1 s)t-, by HOlder’s inequality we have

ol(l
s3)2mp, ((Sf)t, s)mp((gg)t, s)mp.(h’, s)ds

< 9ll(Sf)llp,.q, IlSgllp2.q2 Ilhllp..q..

Since

f(se’) f(O) e’ f’(rei)dr,
it’s easy to see that Mp,(f, s) < Mp,(ft, s) + II/(0)11, and thus II(Sf)llp,.q, <_
C f Ilp,.q, the same is valid for g, so

ol(l
s3)2mp, ((Sf)t, s)mp((Sg)t, s)Mp.(h’, s)ds

< CIIfllp,.q, Ilgllp2.q2 IIh

Dealing with the last summand is similar, and then the result follows.. 121

+/- > 2 and <COROLLARY 2.1. Let <_ p, P2, P3 be such that 77 + - + p.
p<_2.

Let X, Y, Z, E, F be complex Banach spaces such that X E (H)p and Y (H)p2,

and let u" X x Y -- E and v" Z x E - F be bounded bilinear maps.
(i) If _< P2 < 2, thenfor p such that - + + 2 there exists a constant

C > 0 such that

IIh *o (f *, g)llp < Cllullllvllllfllp, Ilgllpzllhllm.o

for any f c:. T’(X), g
_
79(Y)and h

_
T’(Z).

(ii) If 2 < P2 < cx, then for p such that - p--? + 2, and q p2-2’
there exists a constant C > 0 such that

IIh *o (f *u g)llp -< Cllullllvllllfllp,

for any f 79(X), g 79(Y)and h 79(Z).

COROLLARY 2.2. Let < q < 0. There exists a constantC > 0 such that,
given a bounded bilinear map u: X x Y ---> Z between complex Banach spaces, and
given two polynomials f(z) n>_o xnzn 79(X) and g(z) ->_0 Y,z 79(Y),
we have

Y Ilu(x2,,, Y2,,)II _< Cllullllfll.qllgll.q’.
n>O
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Proo.f Apply Theorem 2.1 for v" Z* x Z C given by the dual pairing,,
Z2’’

Pl P2 1, q q, q2 q’, q3 P3 x and h(z) ,,>_0z,, with z,
of norm one and satisfying (z,, u(x2,,, y2,,)) Ilu(x2,,, Y2,,)II. Note that Ilhll. is
bounded by a constant, due to Proposition 1.2. !1

In the applications of Theorem 2.1 (or Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2) that follow, some-
times polynomials are replaced by functions defined by power series. In all such
cases the justification for doing so requires at most easy arguments, involving density
of polynomials in the corresponding function space, that will be omitted.

3. Applications to the scalar valued case

Let us consider X Y Z C, u(.,
The following result is known but, in particular it provides another proof of Paley’s

inequality for functions in H (see [8]).

,,=o a,, weTHEOREM 3.1. Let < q < 2. Then, for any f(z) zn Hq have

la,,I q’ < CII.fllq (3.1)
\n=2*-

(with the obvious modificationfor q’ cx).

Proof. Assume q and take X,1 >_ 0 such that supkN -2’-’_<,,<2’ ’,, --< 1.

Leth(z) L,,z". One easily sees that moo(h’, r) <_ and therefore we obtain
Ao,.
Now apply Corollary 2.1 to f, g and h, where g(z) t,,z" (so that Ilgll

f lira), and get

In particular it follows that

,, la,, 12z’’
n=0

X,, la,,I 2
n=0

_
Cll.fll,

for any ()n) satisfying sup,r 2*-,_<,,<v ),, < 1.
Using duality, this implies that

max la,,I
2t’- <n <2

_< Cllfll.

Now using interpolation with the trivial case q 2 we get (3.1). I’1
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Our next results shows that Paley’s inequality holds not only for functions in H
but also in the Besov class A .2.

THEOREM 3.2.
Then

++/- =2and +/-=Let + 7 p., T "- "2 "- q3

5. CIIfllp,.q, Ilgllp2.q2

for any holomorphicfunctions f (z) Y.,,=o a,,z", g(z) -,,=o b,,z".
In particular, if2 < q then

(3.2)

< Cll f .llp.q (3.3)

for any f(z) Y-,,__0 a,,z’’

Proof To see (3.2) we just have to use H/51der’s inequality after Theorem 2.1
for f, g and a suitable h(z) z2’’Y.,,=0c,,. (by (I.6) we have that Ilhllp.q.,
(-n%0 ]On [q3 ).

To see (3.3), take f g in (3.2), with p p p2and q q q2.

4. Applications to LP-spaces and convolution

In this section we let X, Y, Z be LP-spaces, and consider the bilinear map given
by Young’s theorem, that is, for + > and 7 + we have the bounded
bilinear map u" Lp() x Lq (]1) _.,q) given by u(f, g) f g. The reader is
referred to [3] for particular cases and some applications.

+ ++/- >2andTHEOREM 4.1. Let < Pi, qi be such that p, > 1, + p’S p3

+ + 1. If + 71 _2 71 then, for f,, LP’(), g,, LP2(I)
and hn LP: (I), we have

(with the corresponding modification ifqi Ofor some i).

+ +/--- l, givenProof. Take u" LP’ (I) x LP2 () --+ Lr’ (), where 1/4 77 p
by u(f, g) f g, and v" LP.’() x Lr’() ----> LP() given by v(h,k) h k.
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Now apply Theorem 2.1 to the LP’-valued functions F(z) o z2,,,,--0 f,,. (z)
Z2" oo Z2",,0 g,, and H(z) ,,=0 h,, Proposition 1.2 allows us to write

n>0 H L

Now, since p < oo, the proof is finished by a simple application of Khintchine’s
inequality. El

> land ifTHEOREM 4.2. If < p < 2 < q < oo are such that-; +
+- l, then there exists a constant C > 0 such that

sup I(q, f,, * g,,)l ’+2

I111,., _<1
<C

fi)r any twofinite sequences (fn) c LP()), (g,,) C Lq().

Proof Take u" LP(I) x Lq() Lr() given by u(f, g) .f g and
V: Lr(II) Lr’(,) C given by v(f, g) If, g) fR f(x)g(x)dx. Now
take p p, p2 q and p3 r’. Therefore (ii) in Corollary 2.1 gives

< q,,, f,,, g,, >

< C fnz2" g,,z
H/’ L/’ n >_.0

Now Proposition 1.2 applied to X Lr’, together with standard estimates, gives

I{,, f,, * g,,)l <_ C
n>O

P q

Now, taking ,, c,,, for (ct,,) e I-- and e Lr’ (]), gives the result. I-1

5. Applications to the geometry of Banach spaces

In this section we deal with the case Y C, Z X*, u" X x C X given by
u(x, ) Zx and v: X* x X C given by v(x*, x) (x*, x).
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In [6], there was an investigation into the connection of the vector-valued for-
mulation of inequalities in the setting of Hardy spaces, such as Paley’s or Hardy’s
inequalities, with properties in the geometry of Banach spaces such as type, cotype
or Fourier type. Later in [5] it was observed that behind Paley’s inequality is actually
the embedding H (X) C A.2(X). Let us give a brief proof of this fact.

THEOREM 5.1 (see [5]). IfX (H) then X satisfies Paley’s inequality, i.e., there
exists a constant C > 0 such that

IIx,, 2

n--0

_
Cll.fll,

for any f(z) z"=,,=oX,, e H (X).

Proof. It follows from Corollary 2.2 and Proposition 1.2 that for any finite se-
quence (.,,) e 2 we have

IIX,x _< Cllfll.2 Z,,z
n >_0 n=0

_< Cllfll.
1.2

This clearly implies the desired inequality.

3 Then there exists aTHEOREM 5.2. Let 5 q < 2, X (H)q and + q2 ""constant C > 0 such that

Ix,,, x,7) 12 _< C II.f Ilq, IIg Ilq2.

for any f(z) Y.n>_o X,,Z’’ 79(X) and g(z) Y-,,>_0 *-" 7:(X*)

Proof. Assume f(z) Y,,>_oX,,Z’’ 79(X) and g(z) Y.,,>_o*-".,,. P(X*).
Take p 2, P2 ql, P3 q2 and p cx. Applying part (i) in Corollary 2.1 we
have

X* Z
n I[fl[q,.n <xn, n > <C .nzn

n=0 x n=0 2

Therefore

IIx,,x,*,)l2
n=0

<_ CIIfllq, Ilgllq:..
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6. Applications to projective tensor products

Another interesting and useful bilinear map corresponds to the embedding X x
Y XY. A result similar to the next one was shown in [5] under slightly different
assumptions.

THEOREM 6.1 (see [5]). Let X, Y (H). There exists a constant C > 0 such
that

=
-4--_ ds < C xk

k=l

for any x x,, X and y y,, Y.

Proof Consideru" X x Y XY given by u(x, y) x (R) y andv: XY x
(XY)* C given by v(z, z*) (z, z*). Take p P2 and P3 p 0.

For any h(z) ,,=0 T,,z" Bloch((XY)*) we have

XkZ
k

k=l

Now use the fact (see [1], [5]) that the predual of Bloch(E*) can be identified with the
set of E-valued analytic functions on the disc such that the integral

fo f- IIf’(reit)lle,d" is finite, under the pairing given by (f, g) Y4=" (e, e,)
for polynomials f(z)= _.= e,z and g ,,,=oe"z By choosing z we get
the desired result. I-1

I.._2.THEOREM 6.2. Let < p, P2, P3 be such that
Let X, Y, Z be complex Banach spaces such that X

_
(H)p, and Y . (n)p Set

q= (f P2 < 2 and q= (f2 < p2. Then
P2 --2

n>_O XYZ
CIIfllp, Ilgllp2 Ilhllp3.q,

for any f(z) ,,,>_oX,,Z’’ . 79(X), g(z) -’,,>_0YnZ" 79(Y) and h(z),,,>_o z,, z" 7:’ Z

Proof Useu: X x Y XY given by u(x, y) x (R) y andv: ZxXY
ZXY given by v(z, w) z (R) w. I’-I
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7. Applications to multipliers for vector valued functions

One of the main motivations for the new formulation of convolution comes from
the study of multipliers between vector valued Hardy spaces. A sequence of operators
T,, L(X, Y) is called a multiplier between HP(X) into Hq(Y), to be denoted by
(T,,) (HP(X), Hq(Y)), if ,,c=0 T,,(x,)z" Hq(Y) for any f(z) Y.,,oX,,Z’’
HP(X). In [5] the case (H (X), BMOA(Y)) was studied.

If >_ and 7 + 1, then a simple application of Young’s theorem
gives

H (L(X, Y)) C (Hp (X), Hq (Y)).

THEOREM 7. I. Let X, Y be complex Banach spaces, and let <_ p, q, r be such
that +/-p + I. Assume that X H)p, and let s o (f p _< 2 and s E-e-p_2 f
2 < p. Then we have

(),,T,,) (HP(X), Hq(Y))

whenever Y,,=o ),, z" H and Y,,--o T,, z" Ar.s (L (X, Y)).

Proof. Take v" C x X ---> X given by v (., x) ,kx and u: X x L(X, Y) ---> Y
given by u(x, T) T(x).

Let q (z) z" Y,,=o T,,z" z",,=o.,, and h z and f z Y,, >_o X,, 79(X).
It is clear that

),,(T,,x,,)z" q *o (f *,, h)(z).
n>o

Thus, by Theorem 2. l, we have

<_ CII4ll ,.211.f llp.maxl,,.2l llh llr..

< c IIq I111 f lip IIh I1...

THEOREM 7.2. Let X, Y be complex Banach spaces, and let < p < q be
such that X (H)p. Let Z be another complex Banach space. Then, for any

+/-+ =2++/--+/-and+/-++/-< p, P2, ql, q2 such that p, p2 q p qt q2 max{p.2}’ if
-,,=0 T,,Z" Ap,.q, (L(X, Z)) and ,,=oS,,z’’ At,2.q2(L(Z, Y)) then

(S,,T,,) q. (HP(X), Hq(Y)).

Prot Take u" X x L(X,Z) Z given by u(x,T) T(x) and v: Z x
L(Z, Y) --+ Y given by v(z, S) S(z) and use Theorem 2..1, combined with the
(H)t,, property of X. I-I
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III

121

131

161

171

I81
191

1101

llll
!21

II31
!41

1151
161

1171

!181
1191

I201
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